Progenitor cells in the kidney: biology and therapeutic perspectives.
The stem cell may be viewed as an engineer who can read the blue print and become the building. The role of this fascinating cell in physiology and pathophysiology has recently attracted a great deal of interest. The archetype of stem cells is the zygote: one cell capable of endless proliferation and differentiation into all tissue types in the human body. Historically, the differentiation of embryonic stem cells is seen as an irreversible process with restricting possibilities for differentiation leading finally to a terminally differentiated cell type. Stem cells have also been described in the adult. They were first defined in tissues with a high cell turnover like skin and gut. Today, stem cells have also been shown in tissues with no or low regenerative potential and turnover, like the kidney. Traditionally, adult stem cells were thought to be restricted in their differentiative and regenerative potential to the tissues in which they reside. However, the stem cell concept is changing rapidly as evidence is mounting that adult stem cells not only reside locally in specific niches, but may also be recruited from the circulation to actively participate in the regeneration of various tissues. Furthermore, reverse differentiation has been demonstrated. This means that highly specialized cell types are able to dedifferentiate and engage in stem cell like activities. Moreover, transdifferentiation of mature cells into different cell types has been reported. This paper will review our current knowledge on renal stem cells and progenitor cells. Specifically, it will discuss the role of progenitor cells and transdifferentiation in renal repair and maintenance. Finally, the potential clinical implications of these findings will be discussed.